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PEPPER SHAKER
Cut blank on saw set at 2.1” wide X 2.1” high X 5.1” long for first cut.
Walnut and maple strips are 1/8" thick X 2.1” high X 5.1” long.

Lay walnut strip in same direction as glued joint if there is one.



PEPPER SHAKER
Glue pieces together as per drawing using Titebond III.



PEPPER SHAKER
Before turning, allow the humidity from the glue to
equilibrate in the wood for a least 1 week. This will
alleviate ridges in the wood at the glue joints.


Round the four sides and sand as a block to 180 grit.
Final sand the top to 220 grit and round edges.




PEPPER SHAKER
Mark and punch the centers of each end.



PEPPER SHAKER
Place the bottom of the shaker in the headstock in #1
spigot jaws holding the block only ¼” in the jaws.

Place the tailstock end to hold top of shaker.

Mark on blank 1½″ for the waist of shaker.

Measurements are taken from the top of the shaker.



PEPPER SHAKER
Mark with a pencil 4¾″ for the total length. 



PEPPER SHAKER
Using a thin parting tool at the 1½″ mark at the 
waist, plunge just far enough to see the walnut 
strip. This is a guide not to go too far and lose the 
thickness of the walnut strip.

Use your tool of choice: skew, spindle gouge, detail 
gouge or even a bowl gouge. It is best to complete 
with a skew so as to avoid sanding.




PEPPER SHAKER
Turn the pepper shaker so as to conserve just a 
slight presence of walnut, ¼" wide at the waist is 
my preference; each extremity should slope 
straight to the ¼" wide walnut strip which is of 
course 1½″ from the top of the shaker. 



PEPPER SHAKER
Don’t forget to turn going downhill to the
wood grain.

Final sand the body and top of the shaker
to 220 grit.



PEPPER SHAKER
Put a Jacobs’s chuck in the tail stock. Use 
Forstner bits to:

1) Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top




PEPPER SHAKER
Put a Jacobs’s chuck in the tail stock. Use 
Forstner bits to:

1)  Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top
2)  Drill ⅝” hole as far as the bit will go 

in the top





PEPPER SHAKER
Put a Jacobs’s chuck in the tail stock. Use 
Forstner bits to:

1)  Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top
2)  Drill ⅝” hole as far as the bit will go 

in the top
3)  Reverse shaker end for end in the lathe and 

hold the shaker by expanding the spigot 
jaws into the 1¼” hole that was drilled in the 
top of the shaker

4)  Drill 1½” hole ¼” deep in bottom





PEPPER SHAKER
Put a Jacobs’s chuck in the tail stock. Use Forstner 
bits to:

1)  Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top
2)  Drill ⅝” hole as far as the bit will go 

in the top
3)  Reverse shaker end for end in the lathe and 

hold the shaker by expanding the spigot jaws 
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4)  Drill 1½” hole ¼” deep in bottom
5)  Drill 1” hole, ⅜” deep in bottom for red bungs 

or use 1 1/16" for white bungs



PEPPER SHAKER
Put a Jacobs’s chuck in the tail stock. Use Forstner 
bits to:

1)  Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top
2)  Drill ⅝” hole as far as the bit will go 

in the top
3)  Reverse shaker end for end in the lathe and 

hold the shaker by expanding the spigot jaws 
into the 1¼” hole that was drilled in the top of 
the shaker

4)  Drill 1½” hole ¼” deep in bottom
5)  Drill 1” hole, ⅜” deep in bottom for red bungs 

or use 1 1/16" for white bungs
6)  Drill ⅝” hole in bottom the rest of the way to 

join up the ⅝” hole previously drilled

All these hole dimensions from the bottom are 
beyond the 4¾″ marker that denotes the bottom 
of the shaker, so this must be taken into account.



PEPPER SHAKER
Remove from the lathe and cut bottom to 
length at the 4¾″ mark on the cut off saw. 
Round the 4 bottom edges just cut and finish 
sand the bottom to 220. 



SALT SHAKER
Turn as above, using the pepper shaker as a 
model especially for the size and height of the 
waist so that both shakers are a perfect match.



FINISHING
Finish shakers as desired.
I prefer 3 coats of Livos’ Counter Top Oil which 
is a food safe film finish. When the finish is dry, 
glue the Shaker Caps in the 1¼” hole using 
cyanoacrylate adhesive (crazy glue).



HOLE DRILLING ON 
THE DRILL PRESS
This sequence is to drill holes on the Drill Press. 
This is the best way if you are going to make 
several sets. I made this jig and all it does is 
keep the shakers straight and centered.



HOLE DRILLING ON 
THE DRILL PRESS
1)  Drill 1¼” hole, ¼” deep in top
2)  Drill 1½” hole ¼” deep in bottom
3)  Drill 1” hole, ⅜” deep in bottom for red bungs 

use 1 1/16" for white bungs
4)  Drill ⅝”hole as far as it will go in bottom
5)  Drill ⅝”hole the rest of the way through the top  



MATERIALS LIST
Any contrasting woods can be used ex. ash/mahogany, maple/walnut
2 maple blocks 2” X 2” X 5½” long (sanded dimensions)
Walnut strip ⅛” X 2” X 5½” long (sanded dimensions)
 
Titebond III glue. Lee Valley 62K10.12 8 fl. oz. $6.90
 
• 2 large salt shaker caps 1⅜” stainless steel 050-7038 $1.35 each
• 2 rubber bungs 123-0148 $1.10 each
• Craft Supplies USA www.woodturnerscatalog.com
 
Finish: Livos, Kunos, Counter Top Oil – Huile Plan de travail # 243. $56.50 / 750 ml.  www.livos.ca  - 
Retailers.  I use 3 coats.
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